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Abstract 
The sound colour properties of wavefield synthesis are 

analysed by listening tests and compared to those of 
stereophony. A tool for this comparison is the ‘OPSI’ 
concept, proposed to avoid spatial aliasing. Colouration 
was measured for a number of different systems. The 
effect of spatial aliasing on colouration could be shown. 
Both stereophonic phantom sources as well as OPSI 
sources were perceived to be less coloured than was 
predicted by colouration predictors based on the spectral 
alterations of the ear signals. This leads to the hypothesis 
that a decolouration process exists for stereophonic re-
production as proposed in the "association model" of 
Theile. The investigation is completed by experiments on 
localisation properties described in [4].  

The “OPSI” concept 

Single loudspeakers emanate the high frequency part 
(>falias) of the WFS source. The WFS array uses the low-
passed (<falias) WFS signals to reproduce the accurate 
virtual source position. The single loudspeakers need to 
be spaced significantly wider than the loudspeakers of 
the WFS array and thus produce a stereophonic image. 
The low and the high frequency source are expected to 
merge unless the difference in their incident angles is not 
too large. 

 
Figure 1: Creation of OPSI signals 

This technique is called “OPSI” = “Optimised Phantom 
Source Imaging of high frequency content wavefield 
synthesis”. Figure 1 illustrates the method of deriving an 
OPSI signal for the WFS array.  

Experiment: timbral fidelity 

The experiment aimed to compare the sound colour 
properties of different WFS systems as well as OPSI and 

stereo. It was performed with a modified MUSHRA 
method after ITU-R BS.1534 which utilised fixed an-
chors exhibiting spectral alterations of different degrees. 
In pilot experiments a suitable anchor was found, being 
the reference signal, processed with sine-ripple spectra of 
different ripple depths (see [1]). Five anchors were util-
ised; the ripple depth was 0, 1, 2, 3 and 4 dB.  
It was decided to assess the system colouration which 
was defined as an intra-system parameter. This means 
that in each trial only one system has to be assessed 
which makes the experiment design easier. In each trial 9 
different signals were reproduced. These are the refer-
ence (direction -5°), three stimuli in other directions than 
the reference (-10°, 3°, 15°), the hidden reference and the 
four anchors. For practical reasons a virtual reproduction 
based on a binaural system utilising headphones and 
head-tracking (BRS system of the IRT, Munich) was 
used. The BRS filters were changed after each trial in 
order to assess the next system. The subjects were asked 
to grade the perceived colouration between the stimuli in 
the interface on a 5-grade scale. Only the extremes of the 
scale were labelled with verbal descriptions: Is there a 
timbral difference between the reference and the stimu-
lus?0=”no difference” - 4=”extremely different” 
The attribute colouration/timbral difference was defined 
as the sound colour difference between the reference and 
the chosen stimulus. A small training phase introducing 
possible colourations was performed before the experi-
ment. 
Systems under test 
The following systems were assessed in the experiment: 
Real sources, Two-channel Stereo, OPSI (spac-
ing={3,12,24 cm} and fcross={750, 1500, 3000, 6000}), 
WFS (spacing={3,12,24,48 cm}). 
Results and discussion 
In Figure 2 the perceived colouration is shown for each 
system and OPSI crossover frequency fcross. Figure 3  
sorts the WFS results by fcross. 

The results can be depicted by these main observations: 
1. The real source and the phantom source as well as 

the optimal WFS3/OPSI3 systems have the best 
colouration grades. 

2. The perceived colourations of the WFS and OPSI 
systems generally increase with increasing loud-
speaker spacings. 
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3. The more the aliasing frequency exceeds the cross-
over frequency, the larger the colouration is. In other 
words: the colourations increase with the amount of 
aliasing in the signal. 

4. When the crossover frequency is reduced below 
3000 Hz, the colourations also increase. 

 

 
Figure 2: Results from the experiment: the per-
ceived colouration is shown for all systems of the 
test. The category is the OPSI crossover frequency 
in Hz. 

 
Figure 3: Results from the experiment: the per-
ceived colouration is shown against the OPSI-
Crossover frequency in Hz. The category is the WFS 
loudspeaker spacing in cm. 

Prediction of colouration perception 
A prediction of the perceived colouration based on the 
spectral alterations was performed. The “central spec-
trum” approach was applied to predict the perceived 
colouration [3]. The central spectrum is generated by 
averaging the power density spectra of the left and right 
ear signals. The prediction was attempted by performing 
a regression analysis. It is based on the measured spectral 
alterations and the perceived colouration gathered in the 
experiment. The predictors A0-criterion [2] and Spectral 
deviation (SD) were chosen. The squared correlation 
coefficient is R2 = 0.76 for the multiple regression based 
on both predictors. 

 
Figure 4: Standardized residuals of the regression 
based on SD and A0-measure. 

Figure 4 shows the standardized residuals of the regres-
sion based on predictor SD, where positive residuals 
correspond to an underestimation of the colouration and 
negative residuals to an overestimation of the colour-
ation. The results show that the prediction quality appar-
ently is dependent on the type of system. The systems 
containing aliasing are mostly underestimated in their 
colouration, whereas the systems without aliasing but 
with a stereophonic contribution are mostly overesti-
mated. This means that the perceived colouration of the 
stereophonic systems is lower than was predicted by the 
spectral alterations. This leads in to confirming the hy-
pothesis that stereophonic perception is different from 
conventional auditory perception. One possible interpre-
tation is provided by Theile’s association model [5]. 
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